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1.

The process of economic and social
reforms that began in the 1990s in some
developing countries has had a profound --- on the functioning and adjustment of their
labour markets.

4.

A) lift

A) dismissal

B) purchase

B) recovery

C) relate

C) impact

D) conduct

D) recognition
E)

E)

With the growth of customer service
occupations, an increasing ---- on emotional
and aesthetic labour has changed the
nature of many professions.

Labour unions ---- with employers over the
wages, working hours and working
conditions of their members.
A) compete

A) expression

B) propose

B) affection

C) restrict

C) emphasis

D) estimate

D) decision

E)

E)

negotiate

threat
6.

3.

satisfy

distrust
5.

2.

For the world‘s automotive industry, this
year‘s Dubai Motor Show is a rare
opportunity to ---- serious business with
wealthy customers in the Middle East.

Scientists suggest that huge amounts of
greenhouse gases will be ---- into the
atmosphere if rising temperatures cause the
Arctic permafrost to melt.

The economic crisis in East Asia ---affected growth prospects, and
governments are faced with the dilemma of
cutting social expenditure.
A) illegally

A) produced

B) incidentally

B) accelerated

C) abusively

C) disrupted

D) adversely

D) released

E)

E)

joined

2

separately

7.

8.

It has long been known that various
microorganisms exist in the atmosphere,
but formerly scientists were not able to
identify them ----.

9.

Both Saudi Arabia and China know that it is
in their ---- interest to cooperate
economically and increase trade between
them.

A) indirectly

A) notable

B) occasionally

B) precious

C) potentially

C) mutual

D) accurately

D) responsible

E)

E)

perpetually

Through the ages, drugs have been
enormously ---- in relieving suffering and in
preventing and treating diseases.

implicit

10. About 60 million people had to leave Europe
before World War II, which caused an ---migration to the US.

A) current

A) indifferent

B) persistent

B) explanatory

C) beneficial

C) intuitive

D) excessive

D) ambiguous

E)

E)

profound
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immense
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